Activities of Student Government Summarized

Harriette Webster Tells At Amalgamation Meeting of Changes

New Rules Enacted

Drinking Question Discussed and Movement Passed

At the Amalgamation meeting held Monday, February 4, Harriette Webster summarized the Student Government activities for the year. The student body was made up of the members of the several groups which had been amalgamated.

The first and only question was a decision to gradually let up on the rules during Freshman year, in place of the sudden transition that has been operating in other years.

The smoking rule for the off-campus houses has been changed, allowing every one to smoke in the living rooms without having the 11 o'clock rule come in force.

Beginning this semester all those who have been given ten nights. At the same time there will be no unlimited nights.

In connection with the extra-curricular activities two new methods have been formulated. At the present time there is a record made by the head of each organization which estimates the different students' capability in fulfilling her office. This is not intended as a criticism, but as an aid to those who wish to find someone who is particularly fitted for a proposed position. The second method will be followed in June when there will be a record made of the achievement of each group during the year.

In the past year it has been the custom to use the money left over from Blanket Tax for loans during the second semester. Because of the unusually large amount this year, it has been put aside for the expenditure of books for on-campus dormitories. Miss Oakes, Miss Chase, and Dr. Wadell of the faculty will be assisted by Ruth Lambert, Margaret Thomas, and Marion Pendleton in choosing the books.

The last part of the meeting was devoted to a discussion of the drinking problem which has not been satisfactorily settled yet. A movement was made and passed by the student body to the effect that drinking shall be allowed at the discretion of the students and in accordance with the rules of decency. If this is passed by the House of Rep. and Cabinet, it will go on trial for an unlimited period of time.

The meeting closed with the singing of the Alma Mater.

Ratcliffe, Journalist, Speaks At Convocation

Gives Account of International Policy of Various Countries

Need For Peace Seen

Strong Governments Necessary In East, West Feels

"The present tendency in the international policy of the United Nations is one of peace and order for both East and West," said Mr. S. R. Ratcliffe, internationally recognized journalist and lecturer, who spoke at Convocation, February 5. He stressed the importance of such powers as the United States, in allaying the fears of the nations by the forward looking attitude of the United States, and in the formation of constructional policies for the governments, and the furthering of international feeling and cooperation.

The Far Eastern situation is growing to the modern western world, according to the President, because of the growing tension between Japan and China, and the increasing of the political power. Japan was ready for the Western imperialistic moves with the United States in the first half of the twentieth century, Japan was ready for the Western imperialistic moves with the United States in the first half of the twentieth century.

The decision was made to give the program over to the WABC-Columbia network on the Western Network. The President Blunt and Other Representative People of State Speak

Reports Are Given on Various Bills Being Presented Before State Legislature

Under the sponsorship of the Child Welfare Association, a luncheon was held at the Hebrew Institute in Hartford on February 8. Following the luncheon, representative people of the state gave three minute speeches over the microphone on various bills being presented before the legislature. Among those participating were President Blunt who spoke on the Equalization Bill, Mrs. W. W. M. Young, on the Equal Education Bill, Miss J. K. Smith, on Probation, and Herbert Fisher, new chairman of the Judiciary Committee, who concluded with reports on the child labor amendment and regional probation.

Basket Ball Games

Calender 1935
Those felt that our friend Gertrude Stein was running up the hill and tearing across campus to get to us, so she was pasted on a butiful meaty meal in the Mohican, with a cigartte or two afterward—probably a Camel to give her that "fiff."  

And our speaker seemed to have her own opinions on introductory words and inflection, is being used more and more. The latter has a wide and very enticing sound. Did our speaker have a real boisterous horse sense. And Lucile lives in the same apartment In New England, and it is fairly snooty, to employ the vulgar phrase. Anyway, the best of the Bulletin?

For those who think the younger generation has lost its originality, there is the case of the girl in Mary Harkness that fixes a new animal pastime every time her room-mate goes on a date. It seems that the latter has a wide and very enticing social circle of small cities and towns. And a teacher in the class of '35, is a real boisterous horse sense. And Lucile lives in the same apartment where she has a room.

Despite the memorable fog of Panama, the latter has a wide and very enticing sound. Despite the memorable fog of Panama, the latter has a wide and very enticing sound. And Lucile lives in the same apartment where she has a room.

ALUMNAE NOTES

Winnie DeForest Coffin, Lucille Caim Dalzer, and Alice Kiley McKeen are all of the class of '35, and are doing their best to help organize that long discussed Michigan Alumnae chapter. They're putting their heads together in Detroit, where Alice and Lucile live in the same apartment house, and Virginia Schunder lives in the same apartment in Detroit. It begins to look as though that almost fabulous chapter will finally come into actual existence.

The alumnae, it seems, maintain that fine C. C. energy. Despite the membrable fog of Panama, the latter has a wide and very enticing sound. Despite the membrable fog of Panama, the later has a wide and very enticing sound. And Lucile lives in the same apartment where she has a room.

TAYLOR-BUCK: Fran Buck,'32, was married on February 2, in Evanston, Illinois, to John William Taylor, Jr.

FISHER-HAYS: Virginia Hays, of Montclair, N. J., one of the famous class of 1924, was married on January 26 to Irving Norton Fisher of New Haven, after the usual procedure of wedding here and honeymoon abroad, the spent last year abroad and returned for the wedding.

Hazel Osborn, '26, who is in charge of training leaders of the Girl Scouts in various localities, is starting a business trip which will take her as east as California.

The famed warmth of the atmosphere is rivaled by that of Marion, Alabama where Coca Lota is kept very active teaching the so-called "dead" languages.

* * *

The Providence chapter had its little event on January 23, and the meeting was particularly interesting by the presence of Miss Blum.

In South Norwalk, on February 5, the Fairfield County chapter will take its turn. The meeting will be at the home of Dorothy Hubbard Bell, '33, with Janet Crawford How, '24, president of the Alumnae Association, as a guest.

We cannot reveal the name of the college, but as you would guess, it is fittingly chosen, and it is fairly somber, to employ the vulgar phrase. Anyway, the boys wanted to have a "bobo day". The dean of men stifled his Parrish backbone for a while, then consented, if they would change the title to something like "transient day"!

BUSINESS STAFF

Emil Rothfuss '36; Eleanor Elms '36; Eleanor Penney Herbst '36; Eleanor North, '23, for a meeting. The following statement gleaned from the "Morning Union" recalls the case of the girl in Mary Harkness that fixes a new animal pastime every time her room-mate goes on a date. It seems that the latter has a wide and very enticing social circle of small cities and towns. And a teacher in the class of '35, is a real boisterous horse sense. And Lucile lives in the same apartment where she has a room.

The swimming managers have been elected. They are—Sawtelle, Senior; Hooker, Junior; Bennett, E., Boutwill, Brewer, Campbell, Crandall, Darling, Earle, Fairbanks, Hansen, Sugar, Lingle, McConalty, N., M., Nelson, M., E., Olin, Pierce, Scarcritt, Schwenk, E., Schwenk, M., Vanderbilt, Walter, F.
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FATHER O'CALLAGHAN SPEAKS AT VESPERS

In an address before the New York Adult Education Council, Dr. John W. Studebaker, commissioner of Education, said he had recommended the establishment of a Division of Youth Service in the Federal office of education. After outlining educational projects on which the Government expects to spend $30,000,000 this year, Dr. Studebaker expressed the hope that $100,000 would be available for the personnel of the new division for youth and another $100,000 to institute experiment stations in the field.

This Division, urged by NSFA, will coordinate youth relief projects and conduct experiments in vocational training and leisure time programs for unemployed young people out of school. Local organizations devoted to this work will be used by the Office of Education to further a nationwide rehabilitation program. $15,000,000 will again be set aside to provide work for 100,000 college students who otherwise would be forced to leave school. $1,000,000 will be spent for the salaries of regular teachers in States that would otherwise have to close their schools and $20,000,000 will be used for the support of regular teachers in adult education projects. Land grant colleges will receive $2,500,000; $12,500,000 will be used for vocational training; $15,000,000 will go to relief work on school buildings; $50,000,000 for new schools and $8,000,000 for a survey on school needs and experts on school construction.

Inasmuch as the "little dictator" of Germany is playing such a large part in the news from Europe these days, we just couldn't help bringing you a Cryptograph in which is included one of his most famous phrases, or at least it is credited to him by someone who really ought to know. As a hint, it has something to do with a question that he allegedly asked one of his underlings. Here it is, get to work on it:

ZXYWW TSVYVR
QPQQUOY ONWYXVOMOX
LYXZ KVJXXQ QNPOJVO,
TSPXK: "LZMX Y O M
OMJY? ZXMX LIYXQ LV
QMMW M UPYX(OIYUN-"

But before you get really tangled up in this one, check the following correct answer with your solution to last week:

Negation for official flower for puerulus: Mass. Dictionary defines it as "cryptogamous plant."

Approximately 85 per cent of the members of the Columbia University (New York City) graduating class have obtained positions.

The largest delegation of students from any foreign country to the United States comes from China.

We are now serving a 50c dinner consisting of soup, an entrée with vegetables, dessert, and coffee.

ENNIS SHOP
$3.95 to $12.50
All Outdoor Equipment

THE SHALETT CLEANING & DYEING CO.

PILGRIM LAUNDRY
COMPLET DRY CLEANING AND LAUNDRY SERVICE

Cold Storage
Kampus Kix
SPORTS KITS

"Of Course You Want Responsibility"
THE SHALET CLEANING & DYEING CO.

Loretta Fray
M. M. Harland and Co.
All Lines of Beauty Culture
305 State St.

NICOLIA DIFFERENTIATION

ELMORE SHOE SHOP
Red Cross Polly Preston
Kampus Kix Sport Mocc's

"Beauty Is An Asset"
The BEAUTY BOX
Rene Roman, Madam Elene Sheen
Dorothy Ray
45 Meredith St. Telephone 729

Eating Place

Woolen Gloves
$4.95 and $5.95

SKIS
$6.95 to $12.50

Assin a-Rubber Boots

Have You Worn The New Gaytees?

They are comfortable, long wearing, easy to put on and good looking.

They cost from $1.59 to $2.50 depending on the style.

Bad Weather Protection RUBBERS

Light Weight Good Looking and on your paycheck!
WALK-OVER SHOP
237 State Street New London

The First International Exchange To Be Broadcast In Feb.

Commentary Between U. S. and Great Britain to Begin February 12

The first international exchange of news commentaries between the United States and Great Britain is planned at fostering a better understanding between the two peoples — will be inaugurated in February by the Columbia Broadcasting System and the British Broadcasting Corporation.

Sir Frederick Wye, K. C. S. J., British diplomat and editor, will discuss English and European events for the WABC-Columbia audience each Saturday evening, Raymond Swing, one of the editors of "The Nation" and former American newspaper correspondent, will comment on American events for the British radio audience each Tuesday evening.

Swing will start the series Tuesday, February 12, addressing his BBC audience regularly each Tuesday from 10:00 to 10:15 P. M., British Mean Time. He will speak from New York, but his talks will not be heard here. Sir Frederick will begin his talks to CBS listeners Saturday, February 16, speaking from London between 5:00 and 5:15 P. M., EST, over the nationwide Columbia network, the same time each week.

Please patronize our Advertisers

Visit the SEAGLADIES
For Breakfast, Lunches, Sundays or Special Starr Bros. Inc., Breakfasts
142 Years of Service

Food at
THE HUGENOT
is the best
HOME COOKED WAFFLES
DINNERS FROM 50c AND UP
Lamb Chops — Chicken
Sandwiches, etc.
Come Down!

ENSIS SHOP
$3.95 to $12.50
A Complete Line of Clothing

The New England Shop

NORWICH INN
NORWICH, CONN.
"A Real New England Inn"
Phone 3186

K. R. Pieres, Mgr.

International News Exchange To Be Broadcast In Feb.

Have You Worn The New Gaytees?

They are comfortable, long wearing, easy to put on and good looking.

They cost from $1.59 to $2.50 depending on the style.

RUBBER BOOTS

HEAVY WHITE SWEATERS $4.95 and $5.95

WOOLEN GLOVES $9c up

SKI PANTS $2.95 and $3.95

SKI SUITS $6.95 to $12.50

All Outdoor Equipment

Aling Rubber Co. 238 STATE STREET

"Sport Headquarters"
Mid-Winter Formal
To Be Held Feb. 16

Ed. Quinton's Providence Orches-
tara to Furnish Music

Mid-Winter Formal will be held
next Saturday, February 16, and by
all indications should be what is
commonly termed "a big success".
The tea dance will cost $2.00 a
couple, and $1.50 stag, and will last
from three-thirty to five-thirty.
The formal, costing $2.00 a couple
and $2.00 stag, will begin at half
past eight and end at midnight. Ed
Quinton's Providence orchestra will
supply the music. The Mid-Winter
is the only formal of the year open
to the entire college.

Vassar College (Poughkeepsie, N.
Y.) is considered to be the most ex-
pensive of the women's colleges in
the United States. It costs approx-
imately $1,350 to cover the yearly
expenses of each student. Perhaps as
many as a half dozen colleges
may be visited this year, and for "permanent
address" wrote "The White House,
Washington."

The total number of books in the
Harvard University (Cambridge,
Mass.) library is now 3,602,040.
The territories of the United
States, Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto
Rico, all maintain land grant col-
leges. Perhaps as many as a half dozen
points will constitute radio "first
times."

A surplus of $24,527 was re-
ported by the Princeton University
(N. J.) athletic association for the
fiscal year 1933-34. A world educational conference
will be held in 1937 in Australia.

The territories of the United
States, Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto
Rico, all maintain land grant col-
leges. Perhaps as many as a half dozen
points will constitute radio "first
times."

Columbia University (New York
City) physicists last year undertook
to measure the size of the neutron
during the past year. This is one
of the newer sub-atomic particles,
having mass but no electric charge.
Its diameter was fixed at .0000000-
inch.

Optimism: Both James and Fran-
kin D. Roosevelt Jr. filled in blank
in their Harvard matriculation re-
port this year, and for "permanent
address" wrote "The White House,
Washington."

Telephone 4-5484

MISS O'NEILL'S SHOP
Art Line Stamped Linen and Yarns
Hooked Rugs & Needlepoint Patterns
Hemstitching Circulating Library
43 Green Street New London, Conn.

YELLOW CAB
Phone 4321

The Fashion Bootery
23 State Street

Start the Year Right
with Exclusive Sport Shoes

THE FASHION BOOTEY
23 State Street

The Savings Bank of
New London

A Big, Strong, Friendly Bank

The Mariner's Savings
Bank

THE BEAUTY SHOP
All Lines of Beauty Culture

Yellow Cab

THE BEAUTY SHOP
All Lines of Beauty Culture

The Specialty Shop

J. Solomon
Stationer

School Supplies - Dance Supplies
30 Main Street New London